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Maine complained, not less loudly, of infractions of the same agreement by
the British Authorities, especially in the augmentation of their military force
on the north side of the St. John's. As the whole matter related to a subject
which would be but of temporary, and, as it was to be hoped, of short dura-
tion, the President thought that instead of discussing further the grounds of
those mutual complaints, it would be for the benefit of all parties, that the
civil posse of Maine should be withdrawn, and their places supplied by troops
of the United States. In the beginning of July, as you will remember, I
made an informal communication of these views to you, not, as Lord Sydenham
seems to suppose, for the purpose of entering upon a formal negotiation for a
convention on the subject, but for that of stating frankly, and in the most
friendly manner, the President's opinion as to what was the best mode to be
adopted by him, and suggesting to the British Government what occurred
to him as worthy of its consideration as measures having the same general
end.

You expressed the opinion that the British Government in Canada might
see objections to a part of what the President proposed to do; but under the
impression that both parties were agreed in the expediency of substitnting as
soon as possible, a regular force for the armed posse now i possession; and
considermg the advanced state of the season, it was thought necessary, at
the Department of War, not to delay the movement of the two c 'mpan!eL
There was no purpose in this, of acting suddenly or prematurely, or dun'
the pendency of any negotiations upon the subject, For, as I have aread.y
stated, my informal communication to you was not intended as the commence-
ment of a regular neotiation but only as friendly information of the stepo
which the President iought proper to take, and a suggestion of what ni'g
be considered as proper on the side of the British Authorities as concurrent
measures. It may be proper to observe here, that orders were given from the
War Department for one of the field officers at Houlton to proceed with thosa
companies; and as he would naturally meet with the commanders of the
British posts, to explain to them, so far as necessary, the object of the
movement.

The main fear expressed by Lord Sydenham appears to be, that part of'
the Madawaska Settlement which lies sonth of the St. John's, might be in
danger by this occupation of the post at the mouth of the Fish River. Whens
in the communication aready referred to, I ed the propriety of con-
fining the British forces to the north ide of the t. John's, it was not intended
to affect, in any degree, the question of the extent of the Madawaska Settle-
ments, or the exercise of British jurisdiction, wherever heretofore that jurfs-
diction had been habitually exercised. The river was mentioned es a natural
boundary which could not be mistaken, and proper, therefore, as the ine.
between the posts of the respective Govermnents. It ' ht have been added
that although neither Government accepted the aof the King of the
Netherlands, yet the boundary recommended bj him might be worthy of
regard as a limit of the temporary possession heldby the two Governments.

Itis presumed nottobe evS mof either party to extend its jurisdic-
tion over p orts f the Disputed where it bas not heretofore.actually
existed. he officers comma'ding he United States' detachments will have
orders to confine themselves to l2me objects which alme fie Government ha
in view in placing them at their Rosts, and notto take upon themselves te
interfere in any question of civil jurisdiction -whotever. It is to be hoped that
the observance of strict discipline by the troops .n both sides, and a spirit of
moderation and forbearance among the people along the frontier, wil relieve
both Governments from the difficulties and dangers on the subject of the
temporary occupation of the Territory in dispute.

I have, &c.,
(Signed) DANIEL WEBSTER.


